voter registration in a digital age: arizona

background
The Arizona Secretary of State authorized online voter registration in the spring of 2002 and
launched it that July at a cost of under $100,000. 1 In 2005, officials further devoted several months’
work and approximately $30,000 to developing an automated system of voter registration at the
Motor Vehicles Division (MVD), allowing branch offices to electronically transmit the registration
data they collected to county election officials. 2
Online voter registration was a new and untested concept in 2002. The MVD, however, had been
offering driver’s license renewals for several years through its website, ServiceArizona.com, and even
had a program for verifying submissions against the MVD database in real time. This provided an
important foundation for online registration: programmers built the new online portal directly into
ServiceArizona.com, and adapted its verification program for voter registration purposes. 3
Online registration in turn laid the foundation for the automated transmission of voter registrations
by the MVD, since both systems use the same process for retrieving data from driver’s license and ID
records and forwarding them to election officials, as further described below. 4
Until recently the state sent electronic registrations to most county offices in PDF form, which
required local officials to manually copy data into their computers. 5 The exception was Maricopa
County, which developed the capacity to receive direct data transfers in 2002. 6 In 2009 Arizona
introduced a new version of its statewide voter registration database system which has allowed it to
establish direct data transfers with all its counties, eliminating data entry. 7

outcomes
Voter Registration
1. A New Landscape
The innovations of automated and online registration have transformed the process of voter
registration in Arizona. Mail-in registration, which made up 60 percent of all transactions as recently
as 2001-02, fell below 20 percent in 2007-08. 8 Now online registrations predominate in election
years and MVD registrations in off years. Over time the impact of these two methods of registration
has been roughly equal, and together they account for 70 percent of all registrations received between
2007 and 2009. 9
Voters were quick to embrace both systems. Officials reported receiving 158,000 MVD registrations
in 1999-2000 and 88,000 in 2001-02, compared to 212,000 in 2006, the first full year following
automation. 10 Whereas 5.1 percent of the citizen voting-age population registered or made updates
through the MVD in 1999-2000, and 2.7 percent in 2001-02, at least 9.8 percent did so in 200708. 11
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Online registrations have followed a similar upward trajectory. In its first full year, 2003, the online
system processed one in every four transactions, a total of over 95,000. 12 That number reached
255,000 in 2004, and 485,000 in 2008—over 39 percent of all transactions made that year. 13

2. Who Uses Paperless Registration?
While existing voters have driven much of this transformation, they have not been alone. From 2000
to 2004 the percentage of adult citizens registered to vote in Arizona grew from 60.1 percent to 70.8
percent, declining slightly in 2008 to 68.9 percent. 14 Within the 18-24 year old age group, however,
registration rates have risen consistently, from 28.7 percent in 2000 to 47.8 percent in 2004 and 52.7
percent in 2008. 15
In Maricopa County, home to over half of all Arizona residents, officials have found that young
voters are particularly drawn to online registration. They recently determined that 18 to 34 yearolds, an age group that accounts for only some 25 percent of registered voters nationwide, have
submitted 36 percent of all updates made through the online portal. 16 With regard to party
preference, Maricopa County’s data suggest that online users are fairly typical of the general
population. 17

Efficiency
1. A More Accurate Process
Maricopa County officials have found that electronic registrations are far less prone to defects than
paper forms. On August 17, 2009, they surveyed all records then “on suspense”—applications that
contain incomplete, inaccurate, or illegible information, and which require further input from
applicants. 18 Paper applications, which made up only 15.5 percent of all the county’s registrations in
2009, accounted for over half of these suspended records. 19
Conversely, electronic submissions were a minority in the suspense pool despite accounting for over
84 percent of all registrations. 20 Most require no manual review at all; the rest draw attention due to
non-matching addresses or potential duplication, as further described below. According to Tammy
Patrick, Maricopa County’s Federal Compliance Officer, these issues are often simple to resolve. 21
Paperless registrations also offer greater transparency. If voters have questions, officials can pull up a
full history of an electronic transaction from the time it entered state computers. But they rarely
need to. Both Ms. Patrick and Craig Stender, HAVA Program Manager for the Secretary of State,
report that their offices have received fewer calls about registration problems in recent years—“far, far
fewer,” according to Mr. Stender. Neither is aware of any instance in which the online or MVD
systems were used to make a false registration, or to improperly alter an existing one. 22

2. Cost Efficiency
Maricopa County automatically reviews and accepts about 90 percent of the electronic transactions it
receives, and officials there estimate they spend an average of 3¢ to process an electronic application
compared to 83¢ per paper form. 23 As the county received 462,904 applications electronically in
2008, this represents savings of over $370,000 in that year. 24
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Total savings were even greater. The reduced volume of paper applications has allowed Maricopa
County to eliminate one full-time position for scanning signatures, at a savings of $36,000 per year.
The county’s costs for printing paper registration forms in fiscal years 1999-2000 and 2000-01 were
$157,965.07, while in 2007-08 and 2008-09, these costs were zero: the county made its most recent
printing order in 2006-07, and paid only $62,814. When these costs are factored in as well,
Maricopa County saved well over $450,000 in 2008. 25
Staffing needs have fallen as a result. In addition to the scanning position already cut, Maricopa
County officials currently plan to eliminate four vacant positions for registration clerks. 26 They also
hired eight fewer temporary staff to prepare for the 2006 election, and in 2008 hired four fewer in
the summer and ten fewer in the run-up to Election Day. Officials reduced the amount of overtime
work in both years. 27
Outcomes at the MVD have also been positive. According to Mr. Stender, automation has resulted
in modest savings on the cost of sorting and mailing registrations, as well as less confusion and fewer
complaints from applicants. 28 And because the online system applies each address change it receives
to MVD files, it has helped keep them more up-to-date. 29
In return for these benefits, state officials estimate they spend a total of at most $125,000 annually to
operate, enhance, and maintain the online and MVD systems. 30

Track record
Election officials recently upgraded their state-to-county transfer process, as noted above, but
otherwise their supplemental work on the paperless system has been limited to fine-tuning. After the
online system debuted, for example, they did some further work to improve the quality of the MVD’s
digitized signatures and to more accurately direct registrations to the proper counties. 31
In seven years the paperless system has only once suffered a disruption. 32 On the day before the
deadline to register for Arizona’s 2008 presidential primary, problems in the national AAMVAnet
network disabled the online portal for several hours. 33 Service was restored in the course of the day,
and users submitted over 16,000 online applications before the deadline. 34

how paperless registration works in arizona
Motor Vehicle Registration
1. For Visitors
Visitors to MVD offices fill out and submit paper application forms in order to apply for or update a
driver’s license or photo I.D. card. The application form includes the yes/no question, “Are you a
United States citizen who wishes to register to vote or update your existing voter registration?” 35 A
box next to this allows people to indicate party preference.
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Handing in a signed and completed MVD application marked “yes” for voter registration is now all a
visitor must do to register to vote when she submits an application. In contrast, before 2005 a person
who checked “yes” for voter registration was merely indicating to MVD employees that she wished to
receive a separate voter registration form. 36
Visitors at most MVD offices can also use self-service kiosks to access the state’s online registration
portal. The primary purpose of these kiosks is to serve visitors who are not completing MVD
applications themselves; for example, someone who merely accompanies a spouse who has business
with the MVD. 37 People who use the MVD’s website to change their address or request a duplicate
license are also provided links to the registration portal. 38

2. For Motor Vehicle and Election Officials
MVD employees scan signatures from the applications they receive and copy data into a computer
program that requires them to note whether a person has checked “yes” for voter registration. 39 If so,
a separate field opens in which to enter party preference. Once an employee keys in an application
marked for registration, the MVD computer system automatically copies all the data that election
officials require to a separate “Voter” table. 40
Each night, the MVD system collects the registrations in this table, pairs them with digitized
signatures, and posts the full applications to a secure FTP site. The state’s voter registration database
system then automatically retrieves the applications and makes them available to county election
offices the following morning. 41 County officials are responsible for verifying each person’s address,
assigning her a precinct, and searching for duplicates—that is, determining whether she is already
registered. 42
Officials in most counties perform these tasks themselves. Maricopa County officials decided to
automate their review process: the county computer system searches for duplicates and matches
addresses automatically, and automatically accepts those applications that do not require further
review. 43
The Maricopa County system will flag an application for manual review in two instances. The first is
where it cannot match the address given against local records. Because the system only recognizes
exact matches, this typically occurs because some detail has been omitted or misstated in the
application—for example, an apartment number is missing, or N. Oak Ave. has been written as Oak
Ave. or N. Oak Rd. 44
The county system also flags applications that produce a “soft” duplicate match. To avoid registering
the same person twice, the county system searches the statewide voter registration database for records
that match an application’s name, birth date, and license or I.D. number. Where it finds no match,
it treats the application as a new registration; where it finds an exact (or “hard”) match, it treats the
application as an update to the matching record. A “soft” match is one that is close but not exact—
for example, in the case of a person whose birth date and license or I.D. number match, but who has
recently changed her last name. 45
All county systems automatically forward accepted applications to the statewide voter registration
system for additional verification and eligibility checks. 46 Any irregularities trigger further review;
otherwise the registration is complete, and the county will mail the voter a confirmation card. 47
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Online Registration
1. For Users
Only residents who have a driver’s license or non-driver’s identification card issued by the MVD can
access Arizona’s online registration system. A person who navigates to the EZ Voter Registration
page on the MVD’s Service Arizona site first chooses a language (English or Spanish), proceeds to an
introductory page that explains the online process, and begins. 48 The first page that opens requires
her to click boxes indicating that she is an Arizona resident and a U.S. citizen; will be at least 18 years
of age before the next general election; has not been adjudicated incompetent; and is not presently
deprived of her civil rights due to a felony conviction. The individual cannot proceed without
affirming each of these statements. 49
On the following page she enters her name, date of birth, and driver’s license or state identification
card number. 50 Alternately, she may supply her name, date of birth, eye color, address, and Social
Security number. 51 The online system attempts to authenticate this information in real time by
searching the MVD database for a record that exactly matches it. If it finds a matching record, the
system searches it to confirm that the individual 1) is old enough to register; 2) has a digitized
signature on file; and 3) has a license type indicating she provided proof of citizenship when
obtaining it. 52
If the system cannot verify any of these three requirements, it displays a message to the user stating
that her transaction could not be processed, and provides a link to a paper registration form. 53 If it
cannot find a matching record at all, the online system returns a message stating “Record Not
Found” and allows the user to return to the previous page to re-submit her information. 54 She has
two opportunities to do so; if she submits non-matching information three times, she will be locked
out of the online registration system for 24 hours. 55
If the online system finds a valid match, the user continues to a page that asks if she would like to
update the residential address she has on file with the MVD, and which will be attached to her online
registration. To help her determine whether this is necessary, the page displays the name of the city
and the first few characters of the street address currently on file, as well as the date on which she
lasted updated her address. If the user proceeds to change her residential address, she is informed
that the update will also apply to her MVD record. She may also provide or update a separate
mailing address. 56
The user then enters her registration information. Because the online system has retained her name,
birth date, and identification number and will retrieve her address from the MVD, party preference is
the only required field; the user may also choose to fill in optional fields regarding her contact
information and registration history, or to indicate a name change. 57 Finally, the user reviews her
information, submits it, and receives an electronic receipt. 58

2. For Election Officials
Once a user submits a complete application, the online system instantly retrieves the address from her
MVD file and copies it, along with the application itself, to the same “Voter” table in the MVD
computer system where the agency posts its own registrations. 59 From this point forward, online
transactions are forwarded and reviewed in exactly the same way described above for MVD
transactions. 60
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37

Craig Stender Dec. 21, supra note 2. Paper applications are also still made available in MVD offices for the
same reason, and MVD employees continue to accept them.

38

Craig Stender Dec. 24, supra note 5. A screenshot can be seen in the Maricopa County 2008 Overview,
supra note 24, at 48.

39

MVD will not process unsigned forms. However, visitors hand in their forms to MVD representatives who
check to ensure signatures have been given. Telephone Interview with Craig Stender, HAVA Project Manager,
Ariz. Sec’y of State (Apr. 14, 2010).
40

Craig Stender, Dec. 21, supra note 2; Craig Stender Jan. 27, supra note 1.

41

Id. Applications occasionally go to the wrong county; when they do, local officials print and mail them to
the proper county. E-mail from Tammy Patrick, Federal Compliance Officer, Maricopa County Elections
Dep’t (Jan. 29, 2010).
42

Tammy Patrick Dec. 29, supra note 18.

43

Tammy Patrick Jan. 29, supra note 18.

44

Id.; Tammy Patrick Dec. 29, supra note 18. The Phoenix area’s rapid growth also accounts for some
inconsistencies, as residents of new developments may submit registrations before their new addresses are added
to county records. Applications from Indian reservations and rural areas that lack standard-form addresses also
usually fail to produce automatic matches.
45

Tammy Patrick Dec. 29, supra note 18.

46

Craig Stender Jan. 27, supra note 1. The statewide system checks applications against state lists of people
convicted of felonies and recently deceased. It also attempts to match them against DMV or Social Security
records as required by HAVA.
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47

E-mail from Craig Stender, HAVA Project Manager, Ariz. Sec’y of State (Oct. 27, 2009).

48

ARIZ. SUMMARY, supra note 1, at 5; see also ServiceArizona.com, EZ Voter Registration,
https://servicearizona.com/webapp/evoter/. The introductory page also provides the registration deadline for
the next statewide election.
49

ARIZ. SUMMARY, supra note 1, at 6.

50

Id. at 7. The page carries instructions at the top that specifically state, “The information you provide must
match the information that is currently on your Arizona Driver License or Identification Card.”

51

The user may enter this alternate set of information if she follows a link at the bottom of the main “Personal
Information” page that reads, “What if I don’t know my Driver License or Identification Card number?” Id.;
Screenshots provided by Tammy Patrick, Federal Compliance Officer, Maricopa County Elections Dep’t (Dec.
29, 2009) (on file with the Brennan Center).
52

Id. at 7. The search is performed using AAMVA’s EDL protocol, in the same way a driver’s license
verification would be done. Officials added the verification of license type after Arizona voters approved
Proposition 200 in 2004, requiring proof of citizenship in order to register. According to Craig Stender, the
adjustment required only a few lines of programming and was easily made. Craig Stender Jan. 27, supra note 1.
53

Craig Stender Jan. 27, supra note 1.

54

ServiceArizona.com, supra note 48.

55

After the third failed attempt, a message appears that states, “You are only allowed to try 3 times to
authenticate to the Motor Vehicle Division system. To register to vote, please complete and mail an application
from the following site <http://www.azsos.gov/election/voterregistration.htm>. If you have questions about
Registering to Vote, you may email the Secretary of State's office at elections@azsos.gov or call them toll free
within Arizona at 1 (877) THE-VOTE.” Screenshots e-mailed by Tammy Patrick, Federal Compliance
Officer, Maricopa County Elections Dep’t (Dec. 29, 2009). The system blocks further access by sending a
cookie to the user’s computer, so that any further attempt to access the system in the next 24 hours will bring
up the same message. Craig Stender Nov. 18, supra note 1.
56

ARIZ. SUMMARY, supra note 1, at 8, 9.

57

The optional fields include telephone number, state or county of birth, and Indian Census number. Id. at
10.
58

Id. at 11-14. The receipt includes a confirmation number which is an exact date and time stamp—for
example, 20090529080554, where the first eight numbers indicate the date, and the following six the time, at
which the transaction occurred. Users are also given the opportunity to complete an optional feedback survey
about the online system.
59

The data passes from ServiceArizona.com to MVD through the national AAMVAnet network, one of the
legacies of building the online portal into a site developed for MVD. As noted above, state officials plan to
replace this with an internal protocol. Craig Stender Jan. 29, supra note 1.
60

ARIZ. SUMMARY, supra note 1, at 26 (providing a diagram of the system’s architecture); Craig Stender Dec.
21, supra note 2.
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